II
ITALY FROM 800 b. c. TO 500 b. c.:   ETRUSCANS,
SAMNITES, LATINS
W
E know that the Etruscans appeared on the west
coast of central Italy, established themselves there,
and spread into the heart of the land as far as the Po
valley and the Adriatic; but the details of this process are
unknown. Yet excavation of their settlements gives us a lively
picture of their life, especially from the sixth to the third cen-
tury b. c.; and a certain number of monuments take us still
farther back—as far as the eighth century. We are still unable
to decipher any part of the Etruscan texts, engraved on stone
in the Greek alphabet, except proper names and some isolated
words; yet the number of Etruscan monuments, preserved
in the tombs and the ruins of their cities, is so great, and the
monuments themselves so various, that it is possible for us
to frame some idea of the political and social arrangements
of this people, of their religion, habits, art, and handicrafts.
In the fifth and fourth centuries B. c. the Etrurian Empire
was a league of several large cities, some of which were sea-
ports. The solidarity of this league grew less by degrees,
but was probably considerable when the empire was created.
The Etruscan stock formed the highest class in the popula-
tion and lived in fortified and well-planned cities. This class
derived their wealth from various sources: they cultivated
the fertile soil of the country and raised stock ; they worked
the copper mines of Etruria and the iron mines in the island
of Elba; they carried on active industry, especially in
metals and textiles ; and they traded extensively with the
Greek world and with the East through the agency of the
Greek colonies in south Italy and of Phoenician Carthage.
All over the Mediterranean in ancient times trade was hardly
distinct from piracy, and it retained this character in Etruria
till very late ; in the fifth and fourth centuries B. c. an
Etruscan merchant was to the Greeks the same thing as an
Etruscan pirate. The highest class consisted of landowners,
traders, and manufacturers ; the labour was done partly by

